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Who does CERT NZ 
serve here for?

CERT NZ works at all levels of the economy.

We serve everyone from multi-national 

companies to everyday New Zealanders.

CERT NZ works to support businesses, 

organisations and individuals who are 

affected (or may be affected) by cyber 

security incidents. 
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Part of a global effort to improve cyber security
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4,740 incidents reported in 2019 We take reports about vulnerabilities to 
help prevent incidents before they 
happen – 80in 2019

A network of over 100 CERTs 
around the world

We consume threat feeds from 
commercial, national CERTs and 
specialist research orgs

International informationGlobal network

Proactive responseHelping New Zealand



We work across the cyber security ecosystem

• We work closely with incident ‘referral’ 

partner organisations including:
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• Not all incidents reported are within our 

scope. But as part of our role in the 

ecosystem, we help people get to the 

right place.

• CERT NZ also plays a connecting role 

working alongside or coordinating with 

partner agencies to resolve incidents 

where required.



We work across the cyber security ecosystem
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• A place for anyone to report cyber 

security issues.

• From you, your parents, all the way 

through to your technical team.

• They may not know what’s wrong, just 

that it’s happened.

• Our natural language tool helps 

everyday New Zealanders  diagnose 

the issue they’re facing, and get easy-

to-understand, actionable advice.

Reporting cyber security incidents
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What CERT saw in 2019



2019 statistics 
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2019 statistics 
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2019 statistics 
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Q4 2019 statistics 
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What we have seen 
as a result of COVIID-19



Cyber criminals capitalising on pandemic fear 
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• Email scam: Claiming to be from WHO, requesting recipient donates to WHO COVID-19 Response 
Fund through their digital wallet.

• Phishing emails claiming to have updated COVID-19 information:  With infected attachments 
containing 'safety measures’, instead installs malicious software on your device that’s designed to 
steal personal information.

• Webcam extortion emails: Asking recipients to pay money or the sender will circulate compromising 
video footage. Common scam pre 2020, but newer variations threaten to spread coronavirus to their 
family if they don’t pay the ransom. 

• Fake coronavirus maps: Attackers claim to have a ‘coronavirus map’ application that people can 
download, which is actually malware that steals sensitive information.

• Text message scams:  COVID-19 themed scam text messages in Australia include a link claiming to 
direct people to testing facilities. The link may install malicious software on your device.



Tips for everyone: working safely 
from home



Basic cyber hygiene is paramount 
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Your cyber security doesn’t need to be 
complicated or scary
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It’s as basic as strong & unique passwords
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• The most effective way to protect yourself online.

• Most cyber security incidents are due to weak or 

reused passwords.

• WEAK passwords:

- 123456 

- password 

- qwerty (top row of letters on the keyboard)

- password1 

• Reused across multiple accounts.



How will someone guess my password? 

• Brute/force or Dictionary attack

- Trying multiple (or thousands) of password combinations.

- Technology can go through every letter of the alphabet.

• Spraying

- Using common passwords with multiple usernames/ email addresses.

• Social engineering 

- Gaining trust from an individual.

- Researching a person to guess their password.

- NEVER share your password with anyone.
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Complex passwords make a difference

• Attacker submits many passwords 

or passphrases to a computer that 

could eventually guess correctly. 

• Brute-force creates NOISE/false 

attempts.

• May be prevented after a few 

incorrect attempts. 
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Password Time a computer takes to crack… 

Hello Instantly

Hello123 Instantly

1234567 Instantly

Hellothere 1 month

Hellothere5967 10 million years

Helloflowerssmellnice!! 861 quadrillion years

35ng0khg2j$5%kQt 1 trillion years 

Source: https://howsecureismypassword.net/



Spraying attacks

• Less “noisy” than a brute force attack.

• Capitalise on weak and common passwords.

• Attacker “sprays” the same password against multiple user accounts. 

• If your password is “password” you’ll have a bad day.
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Re-used passwords 

• Credential stuffing

- When a data breach takes place and thousands of user names and 

passwords are used to gain unauthorised access

- Attackers buy data or it’s dumped online

• Attackers will try the exposed password on other accounts 

with your email address.

• If a password has been reused they can access your account. 

• Check your email on haveibeenpwned.com
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The solution? 
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Password managers 

• Only need to remember one “master” password

• Remembers all usernames + passwords in encrypted 

• Available on all devices

• Generate complex, unique passwords

• Life changing! 
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Two- Factor Authentication (2FA)
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• Second layer of security.

• Safety net for compromised password.

• Especially important for:

- Work-related systems

- Email and messaging apps.

• SMS is a common example of 2FA but not 

best practice.



2FA
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2FA
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• Second factor can be:

- Something you have 

- Something you are 

• Have

- 2FA apps like Authy, Google Authenticator, Microsoft Authenticator.

- Physical device like token or fob.

• Are 

- Finger print or voice recognition.

TIP: turn on 2FA for important systems and apps.



Tips for secure remote working for 
everyone
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• Use a VPN

• Be conscious of business communication

• More vigilant about unexpected emails

- Be extra cautious about suspicious emails when on your phone.  Ignore unexpected 

emails  and look on a desktop computer. Easier to hover over the links, and check the 

‘sent’ address.

- Check with the sender in another way.



Tips for business: working safely 
away from the office



CERT NZ tips to protect your business 
online

• Install software updates

• Implement 2FA

• Back up your data

• Set up logs

• Create an incident response plan

• Change default passwords
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• Choose the right cloud services

• Only collect the data you need

• Secure your devices

• Secure your network

• Check financial details manually 

CERT NZ  Guide to follow



Business email compromise
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• Attacker gets access to an email account (weak or compromised password)

• The attacker can:

- Send fake invoices pretending to be from the business

- Intercept legitimate invoices and change payment details to their bank account

- Send phishing emails

- Send malware.

• Protect with: strong passwords, 2FA and limiting personal information online.

• Ask your IT provider to monitor auto-forwarding and auto-filtering rules, especially for 

accounts receivable.

• Report to CERT NZ and your bank.  



Setting up your staff to work remotely 
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• Devices

- Configure the device to apply patches, only allow certain downloads and regularly back up.

• Accessing business systems

- Enforce use of strong passwords, ideally, create a password policy. See CERT NZ website

- Enable 2FA for systems

• Secure Wifi networks 

- Home network is best



Remote access software - Options
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• Virtual Private Networks (VPN)

- Creates a tunnel between office and remote computer. 

- Suitable for: large organisations. 

• Software-as-a-service remote desktop tools (SaaS)

- Creates connection between remote computer and single computer at the office. Requires download of remote 

desktop software (eg: Team  Viewer) and authentication via software or browser on remote computer.

- Suitable for: smaller number of staff, third party vendors, or contractors who need access to a single computer. 

• Common remote service ports 

- Allows remote access to one computer, using protocols and services built into the operating system. Eg: RDP, VNC 

or SSH.

- Must be well-configured, requires more technical knowledge to configure in secure manner. Higher encryption can 

compromise bandwidth 

- Suitable for: smaller organisations and IT specialists who can suitable configure



Always check
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• Which protocols are used & if known security issues

• 2FA and strong authentication is supported

• Which access and security logs you can review

• Vendor still supports and patches that product

• Conduct a full review here: 

https://www.cert.govt.nz/business/guides/policies-and-processes/remote-access-software/



Video conferencing 
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• Zoom desktop application is most secure, mobile app is least (due to tracking).

• If using mobile use browser version.

• Create a random ID rather than sharing a link.

• Require a password and send separately.

• Enable waiting room function.

• Only allow signed-in users to join the call.

Tips based on advice from the NCSC 02/04/20



To operate effectively we need 
input from many people and 
organisations. 

The more information we have, the 
more we can help.



New Zealand threat landscape statistics and 

information:

• Free to use as resources for your customers, 

staff, management, and executive.

• Provides awareness of the impact of 

incidents, and prevalence of threats.

• Can help with business cases for protection 

measures.

• Read our Quarterly Reports at 

www.cert.govt.nz/about/quarterly-report

Regular threat landscape reporting 
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How incident 
response works



Who should you call?

If you’re not sure who to contact, you can report to CERT NZ

www.cert.govt.nz  

We’ll make sure your issue is dealt with by the right organisation 

• it might be handled by us; or

• with your consent, we might hand it over to one of our partners including NZ 

Police, Netsafe, Department of Internal Affairs, or the National Cyber Security 

Centre
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Thank you!


